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contents
total nominations 307

Finalists49 Winners08 runners-up10 special
Mention01 Juror’s

Mentions 02

nominations after first
round of screening 70102 total nominations

after Pre-screening 

Country Wise noMinAtions (307)

01 Afghanistan

06 Bangladesh

00 Bhutan

280 india

00 Maldives

10 nepal

05 Pakistan

05 sri Lanka 

FinALists (49)

Afghanistan 00

Bangladesh 00

Bhutan 00

india 45

Maldives 00

nepal 01

Pakistan 01

sri Lanka 02

Afghanistan 00

Bangladesh 00

Bhutan 00

india 07

Maldives 00

nepal 01

Pakistan 00

sri Lanka 00

Country Wise Winners (08) 
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CAteGory Wise noMinAtions BreAk-uP
(307)

32 Communication & outreach

42 social Commerce

39 Advocacy

44 organizational efficiency

81 sustainable development

27 Best Practices of Mobile usage

38 Best Practice of social Media usage

04 Best Practice of radio & Video usage

CAteGory Wise FinALists (49)

Communication & outreach 07

social Commerce 06

Advocacy 08

organizational efficiency 05

sustainable development 10

Best Practices 0f Mobile usage 04

Best Practice of social Media usage 07

Best Practice of radio & Video usage 02

Communication & outreach 01
Green yatra-india

the enGo ChALLenGe AWArd
2014: sPeCiAL Mention  (01) 

Advocacy 01
Consumer Connexion - india

Best Practice of social Media usage 01
Give india- india

the enGo ChALLenGe AWArd2014: Juror’s Mentions  (02) 
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Communication & outreach 01
Make A difference- india

social Commerce 01
Purkal stree shakti samiti - india

Advocacy 01
youth for social development (ysd) - india

organizational efficiency 01
sankalp india foundation - india

sustainable development 01
kala Varso - india

Best Practices 0f Mobile usage 01
Act to rise for innovation in special education

(Arise) -india

Best Practice of social Media usage 01
youth for blood - nepal

Best Practice of radio & Video usage 01
Avdhan Foundation - india

the enGo ChALLenGe AWArd2014: Winners  (08) 

Communication & outreach 02
rural Litigation and entitlement kendra - india

society for Appraisal & Women empowerment
in rural Areas - Pakistan

social Commerce 01
sadhna - india

Advocacy 01
sL2 College - india

organizational efficiency 02
sos Children village - india

institute of integrated rural development (iird) -
india

sustainable development 01
sankalptaru - india

Best Practices 0f Mobile usage 01
Foundation for research in health systems

(Frhs)  - india

Best Practice of social Media usage 01
Lha Charitable trust - india

Best Practice of radio & Video usage 01
swaraj sansthan sanchalanalaya - india

the enGo ChALLenGe AWArd2014: First runners-uP (10) 
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Communication & outreach 03
mumbaivotes.com - india

JanathakshanGte Ltd - sri Lanka

Women's organisation for rural develop-
ment -india

social Commerce 04
network for information and Computer
technology (niCt) - india

Action of human Movement(AhM) - india

santsingaji institute of science & 
Management - india

Consortium of handicrafts and Artisans
society - india  

Advocacy 05
dalit sangh - india

state Alliance for rights, empowerment & 

Mission Bhartiyam - india

indian Centre Fordevelopement and rights
- india

nandini social Welfare society- india

organizational efficiency 02
eeshwar Child Welfare Foundation - india

Azad india Foundation - india

sustainable development 08
shriAgrasensamajksanskrutikVikas - india

social and development research and 
Action Group -india  

human Welfare Association (hWA) - india 

Aakash Maindwal Foundation - india 

MahilakalyansamitidhoriBokaro - india 

Cohesion Foundation trust - india

Centre for environment Protection (CeP) -
india  

eVidyaloka - india

Best Practices 0f Mobile usage 02
Centre For youth And social development -
india 

All india institute of self Govt.- india

Best Practice of social Media usage

04
Pragat shikshan sanstha (Pss) - india

Mission Bhartiyam - india

indiaspend - india

PraveenLatasansthan - india

the enGo ChALLenGe AWArd2014: seCond runners-uP (28) 
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7000 NGOs, target

100,000 in 2015
Reaching out to grassroots NGOs is a big challenge on many do not have access to the Internet

We always had this faith that the truly localised knowl-
edge houses are those who are working as institutions
to solve local problems and issues. and among those
institutions, one category is not-for-profit organisa-

tions, which we may also call ngos, Cbos, Vos, nfPs and so on.
ey may seem scattered, disorganised but there is no doubt about the
fact that they are run by thinking people. india has all kinds of non-
profit organisations and they do reflect the fact that at the village, pan-
chayat, tehsil, block and sub-district level we are still very much an
underperforming developing country with a huge percentage of peo-
ple still living below the poverty line whichever we may define the line,
and as per government classification of literacy they could also be
termed illiterate and uneducated.

four years back we realised that this category of ngos is a big sector
and tapping them would be a big step towards knowing about villages
and which established institutions we should work with and partner if
we have to get any work done at the village level. according to various
estimates, india has some 3.3 million registered ngos and even if we
remove two thirds of them as dormant, not reliable or not known for
their work, we have more than a million ngos to think of as pillars of
knowledge in the areas they operate and the geography in which they
and their operations are located.

e engo program was designed to directly serve these ngos and
indirectly through them for the benefit of communities. ere are 5
components of the engo program. ese are: capacity building and

With the advent of the .ngo domain there is going to be a serious filtering out of non-validated
NGOs and that may be good for the NGO fraternity itself as the .ngo online identity will en-
able the word at large to trust those on the .ngo platform and directly connect with them.

Osama Manzar
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training with digital tools; getting each ngo to have a website
with hosting and unique domain facilitation; identifying them for
their work using technology and digital tools and bringing them
on to an award platform; mentoring them and help scaling them
with funding, and outreach and collaborative possibilities; and fi-
nally establishing community information resource centres
(CirCs) at the premises of the ngos if they are located in a re-
mote area so that the digitally enabled CirCs could help them in
spreading digital literacy and ensuring digital inclusion.

e engo program has paid off and reached out to not only more
than 20 states in india but also several countries such as
bangladesh, nepal, Pakistan, Cambodia, south africa, Kenya, sri
lanka, afghanistan, uganda, nigeria and so on.

We now have more than 7000 ngos which have joined the engo
network, and almost 3000 of them have got their websites up and
running.
e engo Challenge award is one of the pillars of the engo
program and it is already in its third year. it now covers all eight
south asian countries. We received more than 300 nominations
for this year's challenge, which is overwhelming because these are
those ngos who want to tell the story that they have used some
or the other technology or digital tools to have higher impact of

their mission and vision. ese are also the ngos whom we see as
flag bearers of the digital revolution in their area of work and ge-
ography.

e biggest learning from the award is that there is no limit to the
digital aspirations of the ngos. ey do not want to merely adopt
digital tools but they want to even lead to show how intelligently
they can use using their creativity and frugality by using these dig-
ital tools. for example, using social media to promote and
strengthen e-commerce activities and policy advocacy, using the
web as a database of their local knowledge and experience, using
mobiles to reach customers and seeking feedback, using iVr to
have content learning from the ground and even delivering infor-
mation services, using mobiles to do surveys and doing training
and capacity building; the list goes on. and because of the provi-
sion of a platform like the engo Challenge, there is a collective
learning opportunity for everyone to expand the horizons further
through cross pollination.

e next year as well as the time ahead is looking very interesting
and challenging. We have to now see how we are going to leverage
the 7000 ngo members of the engo network and take the 5 pil-
lars of its activities to each and every state and several more devel-
oping countries. e reason i say it is going to be challenging is
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because we will have the .ngo domain available for all ngos to
book and have their web presence through .ngo and create a frater-
nity of validated ngos. You can read more about this in the mes-
sage of brian Cute, Ceo of Public interest registry, on the next
page. We see a big challenge in the task of reaching out to grass-
roots ngos, who may not even have access to the internet and
may not even be ready to book domains online. so we may have to
rely a lot on our network of ngos and partners and of course,
supporters including the media.

With the advent of the .ngo domain there is going to be a serious
filtering out of non-validated ngos and that may be good for the
ngo fraternity itself as the .ngo online identity will enable the
word at large to trust those on the .ngo platform and directly con-
nect with them.  

for us at Digital empowerment foundation, the digital journey
with ngos is going to be multifaceted where we would constantly
learn from them and also make ourselves serve them to have them
digitally included thereby make india an informed society and a
connected community.

i am sure all of you know that the engo program is an integral
program of Def supported by Pir and Pir is none other than the
organisation which manages the .org domain. from January, 2015
onwards, Pir will begin to offer the .ngo domain tlD for all
ngos across the globe.
i would like thank each and every partner and colleague who have
helped to make the engo program a movement and sign off by
saying that although we have already reached 7000 ngos and
made them members of the engo program during the last three
years, our target now is to reach at least 100,000 ngos in the year
2015 itself.

lots of love,

OSaMa Manzar
Founder & Director of DeF and chair of engO challenge
awards. he can be reached at osama@defindia.net
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It is now not enough to be
online and visible, you also

have to be trusted
Only validated NGOs will get .ngo/.org top level domains

trust.  Visibility.  Connection. these three words are at the
heart of the engo network.  ngos around the world
have told us that their biggest challenge is to be trusted on-
line and be visible to donors who want to support their

mission.  as the not-for-profit operator of the .org internet address
for over 12 years, Public interest registry understands the impor-
tance of trust, visibility and connection online.  and we are happy to
be a co-sponsor with Digital empowerment foundation for the 2014
engo Challenge.

over the course of the last three years, Public interest registry has
reached out to the global ngo community to ask what we could do
to empower ngos and, importantly, bring grassroots ngos online

for the first time.  based on what the ngo community told us, we
have created an exclusive suite of services that will revolutionize the
way ngos raise awareness, funds and support for their missions.

.ngo will be a validated domain name to create trust so internet users
will be confident that they are interacting with a genuine ngo.  

along with a validated .ngo|.ong address, your ngo will be entered
into a globally searchable directory so your ngo can be visible and
easily found.  also, your ngo will have a profile page with a “donate
now” button that allows ngos to present their mission to the global
community, to connect with donors and receive support directly on-
line. 

In an expanding sea of Internet data, you must have a clear identity, be found by and be
trusted. Only then do you open the door to connecting with supporters who will take the next
step and donate to your cause. In January 2015, we at Public Interest Registry look forward to
taking that step with you. 

Brian cute
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importantly, .ngo|.ong will be a platform that is of the commu-
nity, by the community and for the community.  it can only be
successful with continued ngo community involvement and
support.  and the increased visibility and transparency created
by .ngo|.ong will benefit all ngos globally.   

the reality today is that if you are not online, you don’t exist. but
simply being online is not enough anymore. being visible is not
enough anymore. in an expanding sea of internet data, you must
have a clear identity, be found by and be trusted. only then do

you open the door to connecting with supporters who will take
the next step and donate to your cause. in January 2015, we at
Public interest registry look forward to taking that step with
you.  

our warmest  welcome to the engo Challenge and our congrat-
ulations to all the the 2014 nominees!

Brian cute
ceO, Public interest registry
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The NGO challenge: Go
digital or become defunct
NGOs with a credible web presence have the best chances of raising funds, remain operational
and grow

since the beginning of the 1990s, a complex set of factors has
contributed to a rapid growth in the number of non-state,
not-for-profit organisations in the developmental and social
sectors not only in india but all over the world. 

While accurate figures are hard to come by as it is very difficult to
define such organisations popularly known as non-governmental or-
ganisations (ngos), most estimates indicate that in india alone the
number of such ngos have shot up from just a few hundred thou-
sand in the 1990s to about 1 million in 2005 and more than 3 million
today. 

in south asia there are more than 5 million and globally over 10
million ngos registered nationally and working primarily within

their national boundaries. similarly, the number of international
ngos, most registered in the richer north, has been estimated to
have shot up from just about 6,000 in 1990 to over 60,000 today. 

While researchers attribute many factors to this rapid proliferation of
developmental ngos, two factors, and both related to each other,
stand out as primary driving forces. 

the first is the increasing recognition worldwide that the state can
play only a limited role in addressing the problem of last mile delivery
of all kinds of services needed by citizens in key developmental and
social areas such as poverty eradication and creation of livelihoods;
education, skill development and capacity building; public health, nu-
trition and sanitation; management of water and natural resources;

NGOs can immensely benefit from embracing digital tools. They can vastly expand their 
outreach, become more effective and efficient, cut costs and make a significant impact through
innovative digital interventions.

arjun Sen
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extension of the benefits of modern science and technology to
agriculture and protection of forests and environment. 

ngos have stepped in to address this lacuna by working at the
grassroots level to reach the unreached and work at the bottom
of the pyramid to provide services in the above areas in all un-
derserved regions primarily in the developing world.

in the process they have also emerged as a major change agent in
democratic polities by becoming the voice of the people in terms
of advocacy and grievance resolution and have begun to play a
significant role in strengthening the processes of grassroots
democracy. 

Consequently, they are now identified as the third sector after
the government as the first sector and private sector business
and industry as the second sector.  

the second factor that has driven this expansion of ngo space
is the sharp increase in the flow of humanitarian financial assis-
tance from governments and government aid agencies; multilat-

eral agencies such as the united nations and its various arms
such as unesCo, uniDo, WHo, fao, ifC, World bank etc;
international ngos and funding agencies such as the bill &
melinda gates foundation, ford foundation, isoC etc.; corpo-
rates both national and multinational often as part of their Csr
activities; and private donors and their philanthropic initiatives. 

according to the global Humanitarian assistance (gHa) pro-
gramme, the data collection and analytical arm of Development
initiatives (Di), the total flow of humanitarian aid from both
private and institutional sources to ngos went up from $2.8 bil-
lion in 2006 to $8.7 billion in 2010. it is estimated that the fund
flow would be close to about $14 billion in 2014. 

of these total amounts, nearly 60% came from private sources
while the balance from institutional sources such as governments
and multilateral agencies such as the un, World bank etc.

Just as the increase in fund flow to ngos has spurred their prolifer-
ation, similarly more ngos has meant more fund raising efforts by
them leading to further growth in the fund flow to the ngo sector. 
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in this scenario, where the growth in the number of ngos and
their ability to scale up and work at the grassroots level are criti-
cally dependent on the flow of funds from donors – both private
and institutional, only those ngos which can generate trust by
making their work and operations transparent and clearly visible
to the global community of both individual and institutional
donors will have the highest chances of raising funds. those
without such validated online presence are likely to be ignored
by the donor community at large. 

for this single crucial reason, ngos that can get their work vali-
dated to obtain a .ngo|.ong top level domain (tlD) for their web
presence have the best chances of survival and carrying forward
their work. the engo programme of Def in collaboration with
Public interest registry, the organisation that manages the .org
tlD at present and which will offer the .ngo|.ong tlD from
January 2015, is at the forefront of helping ngos obtain a trust-
worthy online identity. 

of course, as we all know, apart from creating a credible web
identity, ngos can also immensely benefit in various ways from
embracing digital tools. they can vastly expand their overall
communication and outreach programmes, make their work
more effective and efficient, bring about substantial cost savings
and most importantly make a significant developmental impact
through innovative digital interventions.

this booklet showcases nearly 40 such interventions where
ngos have shown their creativity and excellence in using vari-
ous types of digital tools, mobiles phones and social media to
create powerful developmental channels and mechanisms.

arjun Sen
editor for award Book 2014 
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Winners, sPeCiAL Mention & Juror’s Mentions

AdVoCACy
I youth for social development (ysd)
I Consumer Connexion

Best PrACtiCes oF MoBiLe usAGe
I Act to rise for innovation in special 

education

Best PrACtiCe oF soCiAL MediA usAGe
I youth for Blood
I Give india

Best PrACtiCe oF rAdio & Video usAGe
I Avdhan Foundation

CoMMuniCAtion & outreACh
I Make A difference
I Green yatra-india

orGAnizAtionAL eFFiCienCy
I sankalp india Foundation

soCiAL CoMMerCe
I Purkal stree shakti samiti

sustAinABLe deVeLoPMent
I kala Varso
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Advocacy
is category focuses on ngos who use iCt & digital media
tools for advocacy related work, creating awareness on certain
issues and campaigning about programs. for example: using
iCt tools such as videos or community radio for human right
activities, creating media awareness,  propagating adult 
education or some disease eradication program, etc. However,
political or industry/business lobbying is not included in this
category.

WINNER
YoutH for soCial DeVeloPment (YsD)

JUROR’S MENTION
Consumer Connexion
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Youth for social Development (YsD) was established in 2005 as a not-for-profit independent
social research and development organization devoted to improving the lives of tribal, rural
and urban poor in orissa. YsD undertakes research, public education, capacity building,
documentation, dissemination, people centered advocacy and participatory development
action. YsD focuses on promoting good governance in development areas that have direct
impact on poor and vulnerable groups especially women, children and scheduled tribes. it
uses its website, various digital tools and social media to disseminate information, initiate
dialogue on various issues, hold debates and discussions on policy and pressing challenges
and communicate its work to a wide range of stakeholders such as the government, donors
and other civil society groups and partners worldwide. it uses digital story telling techniques
to make communities easily understand issues and to create awareness. it has used iCt tools
to help more than 1200 households in different slums in behrampur get information on their
entitlements under the Public Distribution scheme (PDs) and integrated Child Development
scheme (iCDs) programmes of the government. it has also assisted more than 432 citizens
with the procedure for accessing information under the rti act, 2005. it has used its anti-
corruption helpline to report more than 287 victims of corruption. since 2005, YsD has been
able to mobilise usD 95,450 and inr 983,600 for implementing 14 projects primarily related
to promotion of good governance in public service delivery through community monitoring
of public projects and enhanced citizen engagement to prevent corruption in PDs, iC Ds
and drinking water services. 

ORGANIZATION
YOUTH FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT (YSD)

CONTACT PERSON
BIBHU PRASAD SAHU

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
YSDBAM@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.YSDINDIA.ORG

Helping the marginalised to get entitlements, fight corruption
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Consumer Conexion works through its various organizations such as Partnership for safe
medicines india, Healthy You foundation, Hamara Consumer Dost, new era Patient
friendly Hospital, Cell for Consumer education and advocacy and Consumer online foun-
dation to network with and upli consumer welfare and protect their rights. it makes use
of major social media platforms like facebook & twitter to spread the word about consumer
awareness, their rights, and encourage them to raise their voice against any disparity. it ac-
cepts consumer complaints online through their website and facebook page and tries to
provide a quick resolution. it does not charge consumers for solving their complaints.it has
a 24x7 toll free helpline number which is accessible to consumers all over india. it has made
videos on its work and uploaded them on its websites. it uses search engine optimisation
tools and social media optimisation tools as well to increase its impact on consumers. its
productivity and reach has increased many fold due to these iCt tools and devices. its web-
site dealing with healthcare ranks 1 with certain keywords such as safe drugs, safe medicines,
drug incidences in india. Consumer Conexion seo ranking for jagograhakjago is 11th. it
also uses social bookmarking, article submission, blog commenting, and rss submissions.
it brings out a quartely report that is shared on its website. e organisation also publishes
a fortnightly online e-newlsetter on safe medicines with a reach of over 5000+ subscribers.
it uses Hootsuite and google analytics to keep track of its Digital and social media Data. 

ORGANIZATION
CONSUMER CONNEXION

CONTACT PERSON
POOJA KHAITAN

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
POOJA@CONSUMERCONEXION.ORG

WWW
WWW.CONSUMERCONEXION.ORG

Raising consumer awareness and helping resolve consumer complaints
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Best Practices of
Mobile Usage
e category focuses on ngos which use mobile phones to
drive social change. for example if an ngo uses connectivity
through mobile phones , sms, video calling or any other way
to engage and empower communities by large are eligible to
apply under the category.

WINNER
aCt to rise for innoVation in sPeCial eDuCation
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founded in 2010, act to rise for innovation in special education (arise) is a not-for-profit
charitable educational trust. its registered head office is at Chandigarh. e organization de-
velops, promotes and disseminates self-learning tools, assistive technologies and educational
resources to the differently-abled, especially visually impaired children and youth. e organ-
isation is registered with united nations Volunteers' online Volunteering service and has
been awarded under google grants for non-profits. at present it runs three projects – special
education module covering the subjects english, Hindi, History, Civics, geography, econom-
ics and audio fables (bilingual); interactive assistive learning module and Computer skill
Development. e organisation primarily uses computers and mobile phones for teaching vi-
sually challenged, deaf and dumb and people with muscular dystrophy. it has developed var-
ious innovative tools and technologies for them. one such technology enables visually
impaired people to use computers and learn from them using touch with information being
made available in audio format. another is a mobile app that allows visually challenged people
to take lessons in audio format over the mobile phone instead of reading from braille books.
its website provides free educational resources online for its beneficiaries. it uses its blog and
facebook page to provide information on various new technologies launched for disabled,
various issues catering to them and to motivate the disabled and address the various issues of
parents and people through direct communication. e organisation has so far aided over a
hundred visually challenged students in and around Chandigarh in their self-education and
self-learning efforts. students especially appreciate lessons delivered over mobile phones.

ORGANIZATION
ACT TO RISE FOR INNOVATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

CONTACT PERSON
ANKITA GOYAL

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
ANKITA.GOYAL@ARISEIMPACT.ORG

WWW
WWW.ARISEIMPACT.ORG

Helping the blind take educational lessons over mobile phones
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Best Practices of
Radio & Video
Usage
e category focuses on ngos which empower people to use
video or radio to help communities raise their voices against
their problems. for example: if any ngo facilitates people to
record videos or participate through community radio to pass
messages or register complains or highlight women issues,
en they are eligible to apply for the category.

WINNER
aVDHan founDation
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avdhan foundation and its group companies aim to ensure 100% literacy in india by pro-
viding access to world class educational content to social organizations and schools. avdhan
has started a pilot project with the government of rajasthan for “equality in education”.
e project uses iCt tools such as computers and internet to enable each and every child
in rajasthan get access to quality education. e project is taking the help of expert faculty,
students from iits and iims, research scholars and corporates to create lectures, study ma-
terial, query-solution platform and online tests delivered over the internet so that each and
every child in rajasthan is able to benefit from this educational content. is pilot project
for 150 schools called the Hamari Digital Class is available in both Hindi and english
medium and the aim is to enable all students in rajasthan, including those in remote vil-
lages can get standardised good quality educational content. avdhan is also collaborating
with other ngos under its Community smart Class project for providing the same content
in their educational centres. it also uses computers, laptops, internet and smart phones to
spread digital literacy to the people so that they can access their rights and entitlements
under various government schemes as also commercial services such as railway ticket
booking etc. apart from these specific projects, avdhan also regularly organises cyber lit-
eracy seminars, summer trainings, youth empowerment sessions, career counselling ses-
sions, teacher training programmes and personality development seminars.

ORGANIZATION
AVDHAN FOUNDATION

CONTACT PERSON
SIDDHARTH BHAGAT

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
AVDHANFOUNDATION@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.AVDHANFOUNDATION.ORG

Helping school children access quality educational content
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Best Practices of 
Social Media Usage
e category focuses on ngos which use social media as a
tool to get solutions for and from communities. for example,
if an ngo uses facebook, twitter etc. to engage communities
or inform them about issues they can apply under this cate-
gory.

WINNER
YoutH for blooD

JUROR’S MENTION
giVe inDia
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What started in february 2011 as a student's quest to find a blood donor for a friend's uncle
became first a facebook campaign called Youth for blood in 2012 and within months a
registered non-profit. in just the last two years, this nepal-based non-profit has managed
to save more than 4,000 lives, has brought together over 40,000 blood donors and collected
over 4,500 pints of blood spreading to 12 locations in nepal. Yfb's vision is to make sure
that not a single life is lost in nepal due to lack of the right kind of blood. e work of this
organisation is a shining example of the power of social media. Yfb uses social media, es-
pecially facebook, twitter and Whatsapp to reach people who are in need of blood and
also to find people who are willing to donate blood. e organisation also uses social media
campaigns to make people aware about the importance of blood donation and to provide
different kinds of information related to blood and blood donation. e website has also
helped it create nepal's largest blood donor database. interested donors register themselves
at the website www.list.youthforblood.org which helps it to manage the requirements of
blood. similarly, people who need blood ask Yfb to manage through its website. e web-
site and social media are also helping the organisation to attract volunteers and financial
help from nepal and abroad. 

ORGANIZATION
YOUTH FOR BLOOD

CONTACT PERSON
SAROJ KARKI

COUNTRY
NEPAL

EMAIL ADDRESS
YFBNEPAL@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.YOUTHFORBLOOD.ORG

Connecting blood seekers with donors, saving lives
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established in 2000 by a group of professionals, giveindia is a donation platform that allows
people to support a cause of their choice from about 200 ngos that the organisation has
scrutinised for transparency and credibility. giveindia does not raise funds for themselves.
it helps people to donate to these ngos. it ensures that at least 90% of the contribution
reaches the organization that the donor supports as against the average of 60% for the ngo
sector. giveindia has reviewed over 3,000 non-profit organizations from all over india to
identify over 200 organizations that have met with its listing Criteria. ese ngos work
for causes ranging from child welfare and education to disability, poverty, and women's
empowerment to name a few. Conceived by Venkat Krishnan, an iim-a graduate in De-
cember 1999, giveindia is managed by a team of professionals who have earlier worked
with various corporates and now have dedicated their careers to making a difference. its
website is the platform through which donations happen. so far it has been able to raise
about rs12.6 crores via the online donations, over 20,000 donors use the platform annually,
over 200 ngos receive funds via giveindia.org and the website's igive feature is india's
largest online fundraising event. giveindia uses social media to highlight various causes
that need the attention of global donors. some of the ways in which it does this are: high-
light success stories, create and run fundraising events, circulate viral images and videos
to persuade people, and spread awareness about the need for philanthropy. 

ORGANIZATION
GIVE INDIA

CONTACT PERSON
SHIVI VERMA

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
SHIVI@GIVEINDIA.ORG

WWW
WWW.GIVEINDIA.ORG

Using ICT to raise funds for genuine NGOs
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Communication 
& Outreach
is category focuses on ngos who have used iCt and dig-
ital media tools for their internal & external communication
purpose. ngos who expand their outreach and its activities
with respect to organizational mission and vision can apply
under this category. for example, using mobile phones to en-
hance the outreach of their organization and using website to
showcase their activities and local content to get networking
and support for their ngo.

WINNER
maKe a DifferenCe

SPECIAL MENTION
green Yatra-inDia
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make a Difference (maD) is an organisation founded and run by young people that seeks
to unleash the full potential of children living in orphanages and shelter homes (institu-
tional children). to do this it runs five projects: 1. edsupport: Providing aer school sup-
port in math, science and english. 2. Discover: Provides children a support system that
enables career awareness, skill building and self awareness through experience-based learn-
ing. 3. Propel: enables children poised to pass out from shelter homes to build their career
paths in sync with their interests. 4. fortify: aims to provide children living in orphanages
and shelter homes the best environment possible so that they can have an amazing child-
hood. 5. events: is project raises funds for maD's on-ground projects through various
events such as workshops, drives and sales. apart from developing in-house a multi-func-
tional online application called maDapp that facilitates the organisation's day-to-day op-
erations from recruitment to accounts, maD extensively uses its website and social media
such as facebook, twitter, instagram and Youtube for communication, outreach and fund
raising. eir use of iCt tools has enabled them to scale up from just 30 volunteers in 1
city in 2006 to more than 2000 volunteers in 23 cities and impacting over 5000 children.
as a consequence of their impressive work, their communication and outreach ability and
excellent use of iCt tools, the us first lady michelle obama met with maD representa-
tives and children being assisted by the organisation when she visited india in 2010.    

ORGANIZATION
MAKE A DIFFERENCE

CONTACT PERSON
SNEHEEL BISWAL

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
SNEHEEL@MAKEADIFF.IN

WWW
MAKEADIFF.IN

Making a difference for children in orphanages
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green Yatra is a ane-based organisation which works in the fields of environmental protec-
tion and education of marginalised children. eir project Child education-ekZaroorat aims
at educationally adopting underprivileged children and sending them to school and support
their all basic educational needs such as books, tuition fees, etc. along with making them en-
vironmentally aware. eir target is to adopt 1000 children in the first phase and they seek to
fund this using donation of old newspapers. similarly, the project Zaroorat collects and recycles
household waste to meet the needs of poor and needy people. all their other projects such as
go green Kids, green Youth, green india, Plant a tree, Plant a new life, green societies,
green earth and go green ganesha aims to increase awareness about environmental issues,
inculcate the "reduce, reuse, recycle and realize" mentality among the people and to take
concrete action on the ground to protect the environment. e organisation uses its website
and social media for all its communication and outreach campaigns to raise funds, raise aware-
ness and ensure participation. under its go green Kids initiative it has reached more than
50 lakh students across india. it is partnering or associated with over 200 colleges and univer-
sities in india under its green Youth and green india programmes. it is at present using the
internet for its systematic Waste management project which is a scientific, organized process
of storage, collection, segregation, transportation, processing and disposal of solid refuse resid-
uals in an engineered sanitary landfill. it ensures zero carbon emission and minimal or no
landfill. in 2013, green Yatra won the most Pro-active environmental ngo – 2013 award at
nitara organized by garbage Concern Welfare society, mumbai.

ORGANIZATION
GREEN YATRA-INDIA

CONTACT PERSON
DURGESH GUPTA

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
DURGESH@GREENYATRA.ORG

WWW
WWW.GREENYATRA.ORG

Using social media to campaign for environmental protection
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Organizational 
Efficiency
is category focuses on ngos who use iCt & digital media
tools for improving and enhancing their organizational effi-
ciency and bringing transparency within the organisation. for
example, using video-conferencing technology to connect
with their regional partners or staff capacity building program
with iCt tools such as using mobile, tablets and laptops for
field survey and transferring regional data to the data center.

WINNER
sanKalP inDia founDation
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sankalp india foundation is a voluntary youth organisation established in 2003. formed
aer few students took a resolution to ensure that no one died due to shortage of blood,
today the organisation has become a promise for safe blood for all. run by young working
people and college students, the organization is working on three major fronts: to promote
100% voluntary blood donation and raise awareness about the cause; a 24 x 7 helpline for
blood which networks with all major blood banks in Karnataka; and an emergency team
which boasts of never having le a blood request unsatisfied. apart from blood, the or-
ganization helps out victims of disasters and has worked for disaster relief efforts during
tsunami, the Kashmir earthquake, floods in tamil nadu, etc. e organization makes ex-
tensive use of web based applications, cloud hosting, mobile networks, mobile applications,
and other contemporary technologies for efficient delivery of its objectives. for example,
in the last one year, iCt tools enabled the organisation to collect 12,000+ units of blood in
blood donation drives, cater to 15000+ blood requests through its Karnatak a blood
helpline, maintain a network of extremely rare blood group donors and support disease
management and care for more than 550 children suffering from thalassemia. e organ-
isation makes use of contemporary web technologies accessible through all types of devices,
sms and mobile technology, and innovative use of hardware for seamless user interface. 

ORGANIZATION
SANKALP INDIA FOUNDATION

CONTACT PERSON
RAJAT KUMAR AGARWAL

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
SANKALP.ADMIN@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.SANKALPINDIA.NET

Never failing to meet emergency blood requests
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Social Commerce
is category focuses on ngos who have used iCt and dig-
ital media tools such as e-commerce tools, mobile phones,
online shopping and social media tools such as facebook &
twitter for promoting their business services for the purpose
of community benefit. for example, using website or social
media networks for the promotion and trading of products
for community benefits.

WINNER
PurKal stree sHaKti samiti
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Purkal stree shakti samiti is a non-profit that began operations in 2003 at Purkal, a village
15 kms from Dehradun, the capital of uttarakhand. it is engaged in empowering rural
women by giving them skill development training for producing handmade products like
quilts, cushion covers, jackets, various types of bags, home accessories etc. and providing
them all support needed to market these products. e women are organised into self-
Help groups. each sHg has a maximum of 10 members and work under the umbrella of
stree shakti which provides assistance in training, design development, joint purchases
and joint marketing efforts. e goal is to help the sHgs grow into independent commer-
cial operations capable of successfully managing their own businesses as entrepreneurs.
Psss has created an online store at its website which has a payment gateway for sale of the
products across the world. Psss employs trained designers for guidance on product de-
velopment as well as accountants, store keepers and staff meant for marketing and selling.
e sales proceeds are used to pay for the Psss staff employed in the commercial opera-
tions, raw materials and salaries for the women workers. starting with just 1 woman 11
years back, today 140 women are each earning over rs 5000 per month from their pro-
duction and commercial operations. 

ORGANIZATION
PURKAL STREE SHAKTI SAMITI

CONTACT PERSON
CHINNI SWAMY

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
PURKALSTREESHAKTI@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.PURKALSTREESHAKTI.ORG

Rural women go online to market handmade products 
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Sustainable 
Development
is category focuses on ngos who use iCt & digital media
tools for sustaining themselves. for example using a website
or other online tools to showcase the projects in front of
donor or funding agencies.

WINNER
Kala Varso
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Kala Varso was conceptualised and started by folk artistes in 2012. its main focus is to up-
hold, nurture and revive the rich cultural traditions of the Kutch region. it seeks to preserve
and perpetuate the folk music, folk Culture, folk Dance, folk tales and folk art unique
to the region of Kutch. many of these art forms are on the verge of extinction as a result.
Kala Varso is trying to revive old practices such as traditional reyan (gathering), which
provided a platform for knowledge sharing and mutual enrichment. reyan is an important
element contributing to cultural, social and professional progress of the community. sim-
ilarly, there are now only five singers that still sing the ancient singing form – waai. e
organisation is using mobile phones and social media to connect with artistes in remote
villages and organising them, promoting the art forms nationally and globally and for in-
creased media exposure to make the general public aware of these rich cultural traditions
now becoming extinct due to neglect and lack of sustainability. iCt tools such as social
media has helped the organisation to take live performances to new Delhi, goa, brazil,
mumbai, Pune, ahmedabad etc. e organisation shares videos of the various art forms
on social media to generate awareness. a website is now under construction which will
provide a repository of videos and photographs on these art forms. anks to Kala Varso
these art forms are now surely on the path of revival.

ORGANIZATION
KALA VARSO

CONTACT PERSON
BHARMAL MARWADA

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
KALAVARSO2012@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.KALAVARSO.PIRENGO.ORG

Online promotions helping to revive vanishing art forms 
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First runners-uP

AdVoCACy
I sL2 College

Best PrACtiCes oF MoBiLe usAGe
I Foundation for research in health systems 

Best PrACtiCe oF soCiAL MediA usAGe
I Lha Charitable trust

Best PrACtiCe oF rAdio & Video usAGe
I swaraj sansthan sanchalanalaya 

CoMMuniCAtion & outreACh
I rural Litigation and entitlement kendra
I society for Appraisal & Women 

empowerment in rural Areas 

orGAnizAtionAL eFFiCienCy
I sos Children Village
I institute of integrated rural development

soCiAL CoMMerCe
I sadhna

sustAinABLe deVeLoPMent
I sankalp taru
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sri lanka-based sl2College is an educational non-profit organization set up in 2005 by a
global community and driven by a global volunteer network of university students, profes-
sionals, industry and academic experts of sri lankan origin. sl2College helps sri lankan
students with their higher education goals by providing free, accurate, in-depth and unbiased
information about many aspects of higher education. e key activities includes: 1.“sl in-
spire” seminars and workshops which are held at local universities and schools, particularly
in underprivileged regions of the country to inspire students to go abroad for higher studies
and to educate them about available opportunities; 2. mentor Programme is a virtual one-
on-one guidance programme that connects high schools students with mentors in any field
and any country; 3. research Collaboration Program links sri lankan professors, post-doc-
toral researchers and graduate students in foreign universities with sri lankan undergradu-
ates to conduct guided-research projects and thereby provide students with the experience
and encouragement towards a research-based career; 4. Work in sri lanka seeks to encourage
sri lankan graduates to return or meaningfully contribute to foster economic and social de-
velopment of sri lanka. all the programmes are heavily reliant on the internet, iCt tools
and social media such as facebook, twitter, Youtube and linkedin for advocacy, advice,
communication and connectivity. ere are separate websites and facebook groups for each
programme. social media campaigns have helped the organisation to double its traffic in the
last two years and every campaign leads to a further increase in participating students as
well the global network of volunteers.  

ORGANIZATION
SL2 COLLEGE

CONTACT PERSON
RASHMIKA NAWARATNE

COUNTRY
SRI LANKA

EMAIL ADDRESS
INFO@SL2COLLEGE.ORG

WWW
WWW.SL2COLLEGE.ORG

Helping Sri Lankans go abroad for higher studies
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since its inception in 1989, the foundation for research in Health systems (frHs) is work-
ing to improve management of india's public health program through formative and action
research. e organization covers maternal care, adolescent health, child health and nutri-
tion, reproductive and family planning, and HiV/aiDs programs. frHs uses several types
of digital tools including basic mobiles, smartphones, tablets, netbooks and voice recorders
along with iCt tools such as opensrP, formhub, Commcare, moteCh, KooKoo , openx-
data, etc.  as a research organization, frHs uses smartphones regularly for data collection
through surveys. e data collection process is done using android phones through data
collection tools like formhub, ona, Commcare, and openxdata. its project DristHi seeks
to develop a "mHealth" application to support nrHm’s reproductive, maternal and child
health services. e technology is easy to use, free of cost and is being scaled up aer rig-
orous pilot testing, impact assessment and revision. e resulting intervention will empower
and assist rural health workers and their clients. frHs has also used interactive voice re-
sponse system and videos films in the mCheck program, which is a part of World Health
organization’s patient safety program. e ‘mother baby 7-day-mCheck program’ is to ed-
ucate mothers and their family members on the danger signs or complications that could
endanger their life or their baby’s life and to enable them to seek timely and appropriate
care.  e mCheck intervention includes a paper tool, video film, pre-discharge checklist
and reminder voice messages sent over the mobile. 

ORGANIZATION
FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH IN HEALTH SYSTEMS

CONTACT PERSON
DR.VIJAY ARULDAS

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
VARULDAS@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.FRHSINDIA.ORG

Helping pregnant mothers get timely care using mobiles
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founded in 1997, lha Charitable trust is a grassroots non-profit and one of the largest ti-
betan social work organizations based in Dharamsala, india. it aims to provide vital re-
sources for tibetan refugees, the local indian population, and people from the Himalayan
regions. lha plays a crucial role in facilitating the transition of tibetan refugees from their
homeland to the indian community by providing long-term rehabilitation and education
resources. additionally, lha offers volunteers and students the opportunity to engage in
meaningful community service and social work and also seeks to generate an atmosphere
of harmony and cooperation within the community by tending to the needs of the impov-
erished and underprivileged. lha offers free english, french, spanish and Chinese classes,
cultural exchange programs, it classes, vocational training, health and environmental
awareness education, a wide array of volunteer opportunities, distribution of clothes and
medicine, a community kitchen and many other programs and activities. on a daily basis
lha serves over 250 people, hosts between 15 and 25 volunteers and provides up to 19 differ-
ent services including on average 35-50 meals per day for financially disadvantaged people.
it extensively uses social media such as facebook, twitter and Youtube as also its website
to connect and communicate with the tibetan community in exile as also for outreach and
communication with the rest of the world regarding news and events about the tibetan
community in india, tibetan culture and creates awareness about health and environmental
issues. its website also serves as a tourist guide.

ORGANIZATION
LHA CHARITABLE TRUST

CONTACT PERSON
NGAWANG RABGYAL

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
OFFICE@LHASOCIALWORK.ORG

WWW
WWW.LHASOCIALWORK.ORG

Helping Tibetan refugees find their feet in India 
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radio azad Hind is a community radio station run by swaraj sansthan sanchalanalaya (sss),
bhopal, a cultural wing of the government of madhya Pradesh. it produces programmes in
Hindi language of different genre based on relevant topics such as indian freedom struggle
and freedom fighters, indian literature and heritage, women's empowerment, social and civil
awareness etc. it is broadcast daily in two sessions - morning 7am-12noon & 5 pm to 10 pm.
e organization regularly updates its website with newly produced and broadcast episodes
of the azad Hind radio channel. according to sss, the content of our programs is, by and
large, based on the topics which directly or indirectly create awareness among the masses re-
lated to different fields. e programmes of the radio channel are not constrained to only
one theme. rather the stress is on how how a community or society can be benefitted through
the radio channel. Hence, it has produced programs touching the varied spectrum of subjects
from indian freedom struggle to the contemporary trends in science and technology. e
radio channel seeks to safeguard india's rich and intangible heritage by making programmes
based on them and thereby also meets the need to document them. e website acts as an
inventory, especially of the topics related to indian freedom struggle and freedom fighters.
e website has helped to increase the audience of the radio channel while uploading of pro-
grammes on the website has resulted in cost feasibility.

ORGANIZATION
SWARAJ SANSTHAN SANCHALANALAYA

CONTACT PERSON
SANJAY YADAV

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
RADIOAZADHIND@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.SWARAJSANSTHAN.ORG

Using radio to spread awareness about India's heritage 
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rleK began developmental work among tribals and marginalised communities in uttarak-
hand in the late 1970s. today it has a presence in 6 states of india. apart from its many projects
aimed at protecting the environment and human rights, freeing bonded labour, ensuring
landownership rights etc., it has launched a unique project based on wireless technology among
the Van-gujjar community who reside deep in the mountainous jungles of uttarakhand. in
1996, the ministry of Communication allotted two frequencies to rleK as a special case.
under the rs 1.1 crore project, the rleK bought 100 handsets and except for 9 sets that it re-
tained for its staff at a central station and three base camps, gave the rest to members of the
community. each cluster of habitation was given two handsets – one to a male and the other
to a female to maintain gender equality. Handsets were given to persons who were not only
good wireless operators but were also trustworthy and approachable by everyone within the
community. Community members were trained at regular intervals which gave them a strong
sense of empowerment. e ability to report poaching, illegal tree felling, fires and medical
emergencies gave the community a sense of security, confidence, and authority and freed the
community from its earlier sense of isolation. all this happened even before the mobile revo-
lution in india and today rleK is also using mobile phones, its website and social media such
as twitter and facebook for communication and outreach. it uses its website and social media
to generate awareness among the people at large, for training, for attracting interns from india
and abroad, for getting grants and donations and for spreading information about its work.
rleK was invited to the World summit on information society in geneva in 2013 as a panelist
for the "local voices from around the world" panel discussion. 

ORGANIZATION
RURAL LITIGATION AND ENTITLEMENT KENDRA

CONTACT PERSON
AVDHASH KAUSHAL

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
RLEK.ORG@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.RLEK.ORG

Using wireless technology to conserve remote mountain forests
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saWera is a Pakistan-based organisation that works on a rights-based approach to
women empowerment issues in the federally administered tribal area (fata) of Pak-
istan. it is also at the forefront of spreading digital literacy and use of iCt tools in the fata
region irrespective of gender and socio-economic background. it has set up centres in Jam-
rud tehsil in the Khyber Pakhtunkhawa region of fata for providing information tech-
nology (it) training for women. e training has been helping participants to acquire skills
required for employment and some have gone on to secure jobs in government institutions
and are a source of income for their families. saWera also runs a pilot project called e-
mentoring information technology program for the most vulnerable women as women
are the marginalised community in male-dominated Pakistan where females are not al-
lowed to go outside their homes for education and jobs etc. e organisation has also set
up centres for it education of fata students in the Khyber agency area. e organisation
extensively uses its website and social media such as twitter, facebook, Youtube, google+
etc. for communication, opinion-building and outreach. saWera has also been using so-
cial media to urge corporations to switch to renewable energy or run campaigns against
companies using practices that are environmentally damaging. it has started using social
media for building a community around the cause of reading with a mission to educate
women about their basic rights and to empower them with knowledge about all aspects
that touch their lives.

ORGANIZATION
SOCIETY FOR APPRAISAL & WOMEN EMPOWERMENT IN
RURAL AREAS

CONTACT PERSON
HENA GUL

COUNTRY
PAKISTAN

EMAIL ADDRESS
SAWERA.NWFP@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.SAWERAPK.ORG

Empowering women in the conservative tribal regions of Pakistan 
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sos Children’s Villages is a child-care organization looking aer vulnerable children in india.
it attempts to provide food, clothing, shelter and a family environment to the needy children,
through its unique child-care model. e various activities of the organization are family
based Care (fbC), family strengthening Programme (fsP) and education Programme. fbC
provides alternate care to children without families and is implemented at 31 locations across
the country. fsP supports poor families by helping build their child-care capacities by pro-
viding livelihood trainings and nutritional and educational support. e education pro-
gramme provides education through 8 Herman gmeiner schools, 2 vocational training
centers, a nursing training school and a teacher training College.

4 years back, there was almost no usage of iCt & Digital tools in the organization. all
processes were manual, costly, inefficient and slow. e organization then introduced iCt
and digital tools extensively across all areas of work to tackle these issues.  e tools helped
improve efficiency, human productivity, controls and monitoring, expenditure and quality of
work substantially. e organization has transformed into a state-of-the-art fully paperless
environment. e annual recurring cost has been reduced by rs. 4 crore, manpower strength
cut by 300 people and domestic fundraising increased 3 ½ times to reach rs. 34 crore. ere
has been substantial improvement in the effectiveness of all programs covering 6600 parentless
children under the residential program, 22000 children under the community program and
8000 students in sos schools. e incomes of the beneficiaries have also increased by 200%.

ORGANIZATION
SOS CHILDREN VILLAGE

CONTACT PERSON
RAKESH JINSI

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
RAKESH.JINSI@SOSCVINDIA.ORG

WWW
WWW.SOSCHILDRENSVILLAGES.IN

Improving efficiency and effectiveness of child care programmes
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iirD, established in 2004 is dedicated to bringing about rural prosperity through research
& studies, training & capacity building, programme implementation & technical support
and institutional networking in the national and global perspective. approved & empan-
elled by various government departments, ministries & Psus for its quality standards, iirD
has grown over the years and now has operations also in nigeria. iirD has trained over
6500 persons in institutional trainings & more than 50,000 through field based orientations.
today iirD has ten sectoral intervention units in the form of centres. many of them are
working as independent revenue centres. apart from using its website and social media
platforms, the organisation has implemented customised erP and PYD solutions to bring
about greater efficiency and effectiveness in its work. e erP soware integrates all facets
of its operations, including project planning, development, execution, implementation and
management. e PYD solution is a human resource management (Hrm) soware or an
employee management system, which runs online and allows its volunteers and employees
to access information from anywhere in the world. e automated workflow system of
Hrmis in the erP ensures that every work task that is created under specific develop-
mental project/assignment and allocated to the respective team is submitted, reviewed,
and approved iteratively as per planned schedule. is has enhanced individual and or-
ganisational efficiency in achieving project goals and orgsanisational mission.

ORGANIZATION
INSTITUTE OF INTEGRATED RURAL DEVELOPMENT

CONTACT PERSON
SURESH SUBBIAH

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
SURESH@IIRDSHIMLA.ORG

WWW
WWW.IIRD.IN

Using ERP and HRM tools to enhance efficiency
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sadhna was established in 1988 to provide alternative incomes for women in udaipur’s
rural, tribal and urban slum belts. as these communities were not dependent on agricul-
ture, handicras was chosen to be introduced to them. e organisation taught Patchwork,
appliqué and tanka embroidery skills to the women for them to earn a secure living. today,
sadhna provides continuous training to women artisans to improve their skills, a support
network to them in their villages and a respectable position in their family and society.
sadhna has its roots in seva mandir, a leading development organization based in udaipur.
in 2004 it registered itself as an independent mutual benefit trust to transform itself into
a self- sufficient, small- scale unit for production of handcraed products owned by its ar-
tisan members. Having started with 15 women, sadhna today prides itself of being a 700
member family. ere are 49 groups spread over 16 locations in and around udaipur city
and each group comprises 10-20 artisans. sadhna’s artisans create exquisite and exceptional
textile products with their signature handwork and appliqué in kurtas, sarees, home fur-
nishings and accessories. all products are sold by sadhna hold the authentic ‘Cramark’
certification. it has a website and facebook presence which it uses to showcase its products
and market them globally but it has no online store or payment gateway. it has four retail
outlets – two in udaipur, one in Delwara and one in new Delhi.

ORGANIZATION
SADHNA

CONTACT PERSON
SEEMA SHAH

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
SADHNA@SADHNA.ORG

WWW
WWW.SADHNA.ORG

Helping marginalised women become self-reliant
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sankalptaru is a green initiative launched in 2011 and is run by a group of young profes-
sionals. it provides an innovative way to help busy people participate in the greening of
the earth by a mere click on the organisation's website. Visitors visiting the website can
plant one or more trees simply by clicking a button and paying a donation of less than rs
150 for planting each tree. ose wanting to plant trees can choose their location from the
various tree planting projects that sankalptaru has organised. some of these locations are
ar Desert, Kargill, uttarakhand, leh etc. sankalptaru engages rural ngos to plant these
trees at the location chosen by participants. e plantation sites are chosen in a way such
that there is a pressing need to plant trees in that area to protect the environment (check
soil erosion, carry out afforestation, water conservation etc.) and also to extend socio-eco-
nomic benefits to the surroundings in terms of green jobs and livelihood support. e or-
ganisation also takes responsibility for ensuring that each tree that is planted grows into a
full-fledged tree and donors can track what is happening to their trees. us, the overall
technology framework brings together various entities – individuals, corporates and ngos
– to protect the environment and bring about socio-economic development for needy peo-
ple in an entirely transparent and visible way. 

ORGANIZATION
SANKALP TARU

CONTACT PERSON
APURVA BHANDARI

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
APURVA@SANKALPTARU.ORG

WWW
WWW.SANKALPTARU.ORG

Plant your trees and watch them grow 
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seCond runners-uP

AdVoCACy
I dalit sangh 
I state Alliance for rights, empowerment & 

Livelihood
I Mission Bhartiyam
I indian Centre for developement and rights
I nandini social Welfare society

Best PrACtiCes oF MoBiLe usAGe
I Centre for youth and social development  
I All india institute of self Govt. -india 

Best PrACtiCe oF soCiAL MediA usAGe
I Pragat shikshan sanstha 
I Mission Bhartiyam
I india spend
I Praveen Lata sansthan

CoMMuniCAtion & outreACh
I mumbaivotes.com
I Janathakshan Gte Ltd 
I Women's organisation for rural 

development

orGAnizAtionAL eFFiCienCy
I eeshwar Child Welfare Foundation
I Azad india Foundation

soCiAL CoMMerCe
I network for information and Computer 

technology
I Action of human Movement
I sant singa ji institute of science & 

Management
I Consortium of handicrafts and 

Artisans society  
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sPeCiAL APPreCiAtion

sustAinABLe deVeLoPMent
I shri Agrasen samajk sanskrutik Vikas
I social and development research and 

Action Group
I human Welfare Association
I Aakash Maindwal Foundation
I Cohesion Foundation trust
I eVidyaloka

sustAinABLe deVeLoPMent
I Mahila kalyan samiti dhori Bokaro
I Centre for environment Protection
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for the last 25 years, the Dalit sangh has been working among the dalits and tribals of
sohagpur and bankhedi blocks of Hoshangabad district and Harda block of Harda dis-
trict in madhya Pradesh. e organisation seeks to work for the social, economic and
educational development of these marginalised communities by creating awareness
among them about their social status, human rights and their rights and entitlements
under various government schemes. it has successfully used its website and social media
to bring its work to the attention of the government and international donors enabling
it to earn over rs 1 crore revenues in the last fiscal. in 2013, it produced two films – a
fiction film called "asma mere kadmo me" (e sky is at my feet) on the subject of dis-
ability in collaboration with sight savers and another film of ninety minutes called
“KubtakChuprahoge” (How long will you remain silent?) on the life of dalits in col-
laboration with action aid. it has also launched a movement “Dalit adhikarabhiyan”
with the help of action aid in five districts of the state. as a result of its work the dalits
are now living a life of dignity and their harassment by the rich and upper castes on
grounds of untouchability has come down considerably.  

ORGANIZATION
DALIT SANGH

CONTACT PERSON
RATAN UMRE

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
DALITSANGHMP@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.DALITSANGHINDIA.ORG

Making global donors come to 
the aid of dalits

state alliance for right, empowerment and livelihood (sarel) network of eastern
uttar Pradesh is a state level networking forum where 45 ngos from 20 districts of
uttar Pradesh have come together as partners. e network seeks to use websites, the
internet, social media and other digital tools to facilitate effectiveness and efficiency in
its work of organizing and empowering the most disadvantaged sections of rural society
for sustainable and comprehensive development leading to improved quality of life.
e sarel network believes that people can better fight for their own rights if they
are empowered by knowledge. e network is identifying and registering appropriate
members and plans to set up a resource center for developing a well-researched data-
base on the ground realities regarding mnrega, forest protection and other govern-
ment schemes. e database will be used to prepare reports and for campaigns in social
media and mainstream media for advocacy of the demands of marginalised commu-
nities. it is organising capacity building and training programmes for all the alliance
partners depending on their needs and demand regarding such issues as land, water,
forests, women's issues and livelihood issues. 

ORGANIZATION
STATE ALLIANCE FOR RIGHTS
EMPOWERMENT & LIVELIHOOD (SAREL)

CONTACT PERSON
DR. RAJANI KANT

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
SARELNETWORKEUP@GMAIL.COM

WWW
SARELNETWORKEUP@GMAIL.COM

Networking to enhance effectiveness
in developmental work
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mission bhartiyam, established in 2007, is a social outfit of young professionals (engi-
neers, doctors, scientists, teachers, research and law scholars etc.) & students. it has
been working for an overall development of society with primary focus on peace and
communal harmony, protection of human rights and environment at the intra-national,
south asian and international level. it advocates communal harmony through such
programmes as sadbhavna Diwali, sadbhavna Holi, sadbhavna eid etc where it tries
to include people of diverse faiths while celebrating festivals. it also sends sadbhavna
Dal or peace delegation to riot-hit or communally sensitive areas. for these ground ac-
tivities, the organisation uses digital tools to connect with people and encourage them
to join the various programmes. at the south asian level, the organisation at present
has two major initiatives: bharat nepal Paraspar samvaad and aaghaz-e-Dosti (indo-
Pak friendship initiative). for both initiatives, mb has used iCt and Digital tools to
find collaborators across the border and to coordinate activities. it has used social media
to launch several campaigns to promote indo-Pak friendship. to promote Peace at in-
ternational level, it has launched the tree for Harmony initiative wherein between 16
september (World ozone Day) and 21 september (World Peace Day), a harmony tree
is planted along with an awareness programme on the need for both a sustainable en-
vironment and peace. for the initiative it has extensively used iCt and digital tools to
reach out to individuals as well as organizations to encourage their participation in the
programme. apart from these Peace and harmony initiatives it uses social media to try
to spread awareness about cases of human rights violations and mobilise support. it
also use social media pages to regularly spread awareness on the urgent need for as well
as the ways to save the environment.

ORGANIZATION
MISSION BHARTIYAM

CONTACT PERSON
DEVIKA MITTAL

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
MISSIONBHARTIYAM@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.MISSIONBHARTIYAM.ORG

Crossing borders with social media
to foster Indo-Pak friendship

indian Centre for Development and rights is using social media like facebook and
twitter to raise funds and generate awareness for three projects: supporting a school,
library Campaign and We need feminism – stand for equality campaign. under the
first project, iCDr is supporting a rural school near Dataganjtown of badaun district
of uttar Pradesh. e school has minimal infrastructure and only 12 classrooms for
450 students enrolled in Classes 6 to 12. ere are 3 labs which are being upgraded,
primary school rooms are being built and classrooms are being provided with necessary
furniture. under the library Campaign, iCDr is setting up a school library equipped
with books for both students as well as teachersto inculcate a sense of learning and
knowledge.iCDr has launched a campaign using social media and its website to raise
the required funds. under the We need feminism – stand for equality campaign iCDr
is using social media to reach out to educatedpeople in both urban and rural areas and
generate awareness against gender biases. more than 550 students from 20 villages are
benefiting from the school and library. e feminism campaign has got 900 likes on
facebook and 35 followers on twitter.

ORGANIZATION
INDIAN CENTRE FOR DEVELOPMENT AND
RIGHTS

CONTACT PERSON
RAVINDRA VIKRAM SINGH

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
REACHUS@ICFDR.ORG

WWW
WWW.ICFDR.ORG

Advocating gender equality 
among educated people
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“nandini social Welfare society” works towards the betterment of  the  quality  of  lives
of  very  poor  people  through  women  and adolescence  groups.  it  strongly  believes
that  change  can  be  brought about  through  building  capacities  of  communities.
nsWs  provided various awareness and training on Handicra and Handloom textiles
to  the  rural  and  urban  poor  especially  women,  tribal  and  scheduled caste for their
economic self sustenance.  e mission of nsWs is to improve the quality of life of the
poor and underprivileged rural people through social action. ey  have  been working
in  the  field  of  community  development, health awareness, adult education, Child
labour, Child adolescence, Disaster  management,  agricultural,  fishery,  Veterinary,
Handloom textiles,  Handicra,  group  formation  and  skill  up  gradation  etc. since
last  few years;  the organization had also  completed a  successful survey  at  rangapara,
balipara,  gabhoru,  sootea,  Dhekiajulie  and naduar  Development  block.  e or-
ganization meets all the peopl resided at the said localities and arranged meetings with
more than 200 self help groups and other communities and tried to find out the current
problems of the locality. .

ORGANIZATION
NANDINI SOCIAL WELFARE SOCIETY

CONTACT PERSON
ARUP KUMAR CHOWDHURY

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
NSWS1438@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.NANDINISOCIALWELFARESOCIETY.COM

Traditional skills for empowerment

established in 1982, CYsD is a non-profit development organization working to im-
prove the quality of lives of tribal, rural and urban poor in odisha. e centre's primary
focus is on eradicating extreme poverty and hunger, ensuring social inclusion and jus-
tice, good governance and citizen’s rights. e major initiatives of the centre include
helping communities identify and initiate development measures; providing training
and other capacity-building support to pro-poor organizations and individuals; and
carrying out research and advocacy in favour of the poor people especially the tribals.
it works at both the grassroots level - directly with communities - and through ngos
partners. at the national level, CYsD played a pivotal role in the establishment of a
civil society coalition called national social Watch (nsWC) and a number of campaigns
like Wada na todoabhiyan (government, Keep Your Promises) and nine is mine (9%
of public expenditure is for our health and education) for monitoring the performance
of the key institutions of governance. e centre is also involved in several international
networks including social Watch, transparency international and CiViCus. in recent
times it has been intensively using mobile phones to track the progress of activities,
movement of field staff, as well as the behavioral changes in the beneficiaries. 

ORGANIZATION
CENTRE FOR YOUTH AND SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

CONTACT PERSON
MR. JAGADANAND

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
ZAKIR@CYSD.ORG

WWW
WWW.CYSD.ORG

Making tribal women shed 
inhibitions, take bold steps  
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Planning and resources on urban Development affairs (PruDa) is the r & D wing
of all india institute of local self government (aiilsg). it was established in June
2004 with the aim of training people on sustainable development planning. e organ-
ization is involved in large scale survey projects through mobile based applications and
developing management information system (mis). a survey process defines different
categories in respect to individual projects like survey and assessment of groundwater
utilities in 18 districts of gujarat; survey of street Vendors in cities like ahmedabad,
CiDCo area - navi mumbai, Kolhapur and latur; survey of bPl families across var-
ious towns of gujarat; Property tax survey in City of Kohima and ird Party inspec-
tion of individual toilets constructed under nirmal Project in gujrat. under all these
projects mobiles where used to capture important information through a pre-designed
questionnaire and capturing location of individual entity (through geo-Coordinates
using gPs), photographs and video of respondents for the authentication of the survey
process. e entire database is uploaded on a server & is accessible to clients for their
regular monitoring. is system of paperless survey and onetime database capturing
has brought a revolution in some of the departments and respective municipal Cor-
porations/ municipalities. 

ORGANIZATION
ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF SELF GOVT.

CONTACT PERSON
AJAY AGRAWAL

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
GO2PRUDA@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.AIILSG.ORG

Using mobiles to make large 
surveys more accurate

Pragat shikshan sanstha started work primarily in the area of literacy and education
for out-of-school children in Phaltan region of maharashtra. over the years it has
evolved into an organisation devoted to research and advocacy on teaching techniques
and instruction methods to improve the standard of education of government and pri-
vate schools. at present it runs an inclusive marathi medium school following innova-
tive practice for grades 1 to 10 like an early Childhood education (eCe) programme.
since september 2013, Pss has been using skype as part of the granny Cloud Pro-
gramme where every day a group of students connect to a granny or grandpa from an-
other country through the medium of skype. ey chat with each other in english
which has led to a remarkable improvement in the english speaking proficiency of the
children 45% of whom come from underprivileged background. it uses Youtube to
make available to the public all the educational films it has created. it is also a part of a
Whatsapp group of active teachers from different regions of maharashtra. Pss uses
this platform to share ideas, knowledge, links to educational articles or blogs and give
inputs based on its research and practices.

ORGANIZATION
PRAGAT SHIKSHAN SANSTHA (PSS)

CONTACT PERSON
DR. MANJIRI NIMBKAR

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
PRAGATSHIKSHANSANSTHA@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.PRAGATSHIKSHANSANSTHA.ORG

Helping children learn spoken 
English chatting on Skype
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mission bhartiyam (mb), established in 2007, is a social outfit of young professionals
and students. its development work primarily focuses on peace and communal har-
mony, protection of human rights and environment at the intra-national, south asian
and international level. it advocates communal harmony through programmes like
sadbhavna Diwali, sadbhavna Holi, sadbhavna eid etc. where it tries to include people
of diverse faiths while celebrating festivals. it also sends sadbhavna Dal or peace dele-
gation to riot-hit or communally sensitive areas. for these ground activities, the organ-
ization uses digital tools to connect with people and encourage them to join various
programmes. at the south asian level, the organisation at present has two major ini-
tiatives: bharat nepal Paraspar samvaad and aaghaz-e-Dosti (indo-Pak friendship
initiative). for both initiatives, mb has used iCt and Digital tools to find collaborators
across the border and to coordinate activities. it has extensively used social media to
launch several campaigns to promote indo-Pak friendship and for other activities like
encouraging participation of people in its tree for Harmony initiative and spreading
awareness about human rights violations, sustainable environment and peace.

ORGANIZATION
MISSION BHARTIYAM

CONTACT PERSON
DEVIKA MITTAL

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
AAGHAZEDOSTI@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.MISSIONBHARTIYAM.ORG

Crossing borders with social media
to foster Indo-Pak friendship

indiaspend is a project of e spending & Policy research foundation, mumbai. it is
the country’s first data journalism initiative. it uses open data to analyze a range of
issues with the broader objective of fostering better governance, transparency and ac-
countability in the indian government.  founded in 2011 as a non-profit, indiaspend
is rapidly growing to become an ‘agency of record’ when it comes to data and facts on
the indian economy, particularly in areas like education and healthcare as well as data
on the states of india. e initiative identifies a need and an opportunity to focus on
critical data that can help the country at large to take objective views on important pol-
icy issues and foster data-led discussion and analysis. it believes this will become more
important in the coming years as citizens become a more active part of the governance
process.  another objective is also to make the use of data exciting and a first recourse
for young india, rather than opinion, by utilizing various social media sources to reach
this population. indiaspend publishes its news articles and analyses on its website and
uses social media to promote them effectively.

ORGANIZATION
INDIASPEND

CONTACT PERSON
SANJIT OBERAI

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
SANJIT@INDIASPEND.ORG

WWW
WWW.INDIASPEND.COM

Using social media to promote
data-led discussion of issues
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Jaipur based Praveenlatasansthan is involved in children's education, women empow-
erment and youth services. its programmebalsabha conducts group activities for un-
derprivileged children with the aim to identify their needs and talent, identify drop
outs and send them back to schools. apart from its other educational programmesma-
hatva and masti Ki Patshalla, it has launched a programme called Jagriti aimed at ed-
ucating adolescents, women and society at large the need to save girls, educate them
and ensure safety for them. it also runs a programme called ajivika which is a place-
ment service for young people. it has extensively used social media to campaign for
girls' safety under its Jagritiprogramme. as a result of the social media campaign, in
2013 it was able to organise 14 awareness sessions in different schools and reached more
than 1900 adolescent girl students. rough social media the organisation was also able
to organise a free movie screening for underprivileged children and managed to reach
1500 children for the screening. for  the first time in their lives, the children got an op-
portunity to watch a movie – Krish 3 - on the big screen at Cinepolis international
Chain of multiplexes in Jaipur city.

ORGANIZATION
PRAVEEN LATA SANSTHAN

CONTACT PERSON
PRAVEEN LATA SANSTHAN

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
PRAVEENLATASANSTHAN@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.PRAVEENLATASANSTHAN.WORDPRESS.
COM

Reaching many quickly using 
social media

e informed Voter Project (iVP) founded in 2004 focuses on voter education and in-
formed tracking of elected representatives/election candidates. e objective is to create
educated citizen engagement in the governance of cities in a bid to spawn a progressive
democracy in india. as of now, however, the organization operates in mumbai and has
two flagship initiatives: 1. Prior to every election (mP, mla and municipal Council),
it creates detailed candidate profiles for each candidate in each constituency of mumbai.
each profile lists the candidate’s education & work history, criminal records, financial
records, legislative records, and most importantly a video interview where he/she out-
lines plans if elected. ese profiles are aimed at helping voters make an informed
choice on whom to select as their representative. 2. Post elections iVP tracks the per-
formance of each of the elected representatives by mapping their performance against
promises made and releases regular report cards. iVP operates primarily through its
website (www.mumbaivotes.com) which is linked to several social media channels such
as facebook, twitter and Youtube. iVP also sends e-mails and newsletters to keep its
users updated of all new content. e iVP has no brick and mortar office and operates
in an entirely virtual environment.  

ORGANIZATION
MUMBAIVOTES.COM

CONTACT PERSON
HATIM BAHERANWALA

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
HBAHERANWALA@MUMBAIVOTES.COM

WWW
WWW.MUMBAIVOTES.COM

Strengthening democracy by 
creating a more informed electorate
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Practical answers sri lanka (Pasl) is a part of the global ngo Practical action. it is
an innovative iCt and non-iCt based platform designed to facilitate sharing of devel-
opment information, especially on appropriate technologies among development work-
ers, extension staff, students, academics, entrepreneurs and various community people.
Pasl's service consists of an enquiry service, an appropriate technology resource center,
a digital repository, a web portal, a consultancy arm, a publishing unit and a book shop.
e technical enquiry desk is the public interface of Pasl which answers enquiries
received from different audiences, maintains enquiry databases and does follow-up
services. e Consultancy arm provides training and advisory services and technolog-
ical solutions. e knowledge hub comprises online knowledge services, publishing
and bookshop, and Knowledge avenue - a physical library. Pasl uses its web portal,
digital repository and social media for outreach and marketing nationally and inter-
nationally. using various iCts and digital tools to communicate with all stakeholders
has helped Pasl to reach more than 1.5 million beneficiaries, answer more than 9000
technical enquires, disseminate more than 150000 knowledge materials, develop more
partnerships and generate income of sri lanka rupees 900000 during the 2013-2014
financial year to contribute towards its dream of becoming a self-sustainable social en-
terprise.  

ORGANIZATION
JANATHAKSHAN GTE LTD

CONTACT PERSON
CHANDRIKA KULARATHNA

COUNTRY
SRI LANKA

EMAIL ADDRESS
CHANDRIKA@PRACTICALACTION.ORG.LK

WWW
WWW.PRACTICALANSWERS.LK

Expanding knowledge sharing by
using ICT tools

initiated in 1991 by a group of grassroots women from Koraput district, Women’s or-
ganisation for rural Development (WorD) works with socially excluded dalits, tribals
and economically deprived communities of odisha for their development and empow-
erment. its work involves strengthening of community-based organisation to work in
areas of education, digital literacy, livelihood, health and food security, advocacy etc.
its target group is pregnant women, lactating mothers, adolescent girls, infants and
young children with special focus on food and nutrition practices. rough its website
www.wordodisha.org , the organization communicates its activities and information
to its donor agencies and other stakeholders. While it maintains a mis for more efficient
operations, it uses videos, mobile applications and other digital communication tools
to try and bring about behavioral change among the tribal women in relation to food
and nutrition practices. e organization conducts video shows to propagate the im-
portance of breast feeding, nutritious food during pregnancy, consumption of folic acid
for adolescent girls etc. WorD also uses mobile phones for sending sms for the gov-
ernment’s ambulance service to facilitate institutional delivery of pregnant women. is
intervention has helped improve the rate of institutional delivery in remote villages
from 21% to 56%.

ORGANIZATION
WOMEN'S ORGANISATION FOR RURAL
DEVELOPMENT

CONTACT PERSON
DR. RACHEAL RAYKUMARI THOMAS

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
WORDORISSA@YAHOO.CO.UK

WWW
WWW.WORDODISHA.ORG

Helping tribal women overcome
health-related ignorance
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established in 2005, the eeshwar Child Welfare foundation strives to link poor unpro-
tected children and their parents with the mainstream of society by providing solutions
relating to their health problems and educating them, encouraging a positive attitude
in them to fight against the deadly disease of cancer and not to fear it as childhood can-
cer is curable if detected earlier. it is also working towards setting up a rehabilitation
center for children suffering from Cancer and an old age home. eCWf has established
a “Home away from Home”, named “aasra” for children suffering from cancer. it is a
link between hospital and home. Children and their parents are given free accommo-
dation and food by the organization. e organisation has offices in the Pediatric Can-
cer unit of the Chhatrapati shahuji maharaj medical university and in the Children's
Ward of balrampur Hospital, lucknow. e organisation also provides medicine sup-
port, ration support, nutrition support, education support, counselling, medical and
hygiene kit support to the patients and holds blood donation camps. it is using its web-
site and social media platforms for communication and outreach to raise funds and to
highlight their work. it is also using iCt tools to enhance its operational efficiency and
effectiveness.

ORGANIZATION
EESHWAR CHILDWELFARE FOUNDATION

CONTACT PERSON
SAPNA UPADHYAYA

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
ECWF2012@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.EESHWARCHILDWELFARE.ORG

Helping children with cancer 
and their parents

azad india foundation, registered as a non-profit society in 2001, works in the fields
of female literacy,formal and non-formal education for children, generation of rural
employment and livelihoods, training to impart income generating skills,sHg forma-
tion,community health and awareness programmes and on various other relevant social
issues in the district of Kishanganj, bihar. e activities reach out to poor and margin-
alized women,adolescents and disadvantaged and marginalized children from rural
and urban areas of the district. its activities are supported by both domestic and inter-
national partners. it is an accredited member of Credibility alliance and follows the
mandate of transparency and accountability in governance. e website has given the
activities of the organisationworld-wide exposure and helped in generating donations
and support from individuals, donor agencies and volunteers. it has a head office in
Kishanganj town and field offices in the villages of Chattargach, Karkari, singhiamas-
tanChowk and akurganj. e head office and field offices of Chattargach and akur-
ganj are equipped with computers and internet connection. two of the program heads
have been given laptops. all the program heads have digital cameras for documentation
purposes. most members of the field staff use smart phones to send reports and pho-
tographs directly from the field. e program heads send sms to send short reports
on daily basis to the Project manager and executive Director. it maintains all its mis
data on computers. it also uses tally accounting soware. e use of the computers
and iCt has improved the efficiency of the program teams and knowledge of basic
computer applications is now mandatory for all its coordinators. e field staff use
video recording on their mobiles to record the working of anganwadisand dealings
with village level officials.is is shared in community meetings and help in getting de-
sired response from block officials.

ORGANIZATION
AZAD INDIA FOUNDATION

CONTACT PERSON
YUMAN HUSSAIN

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
AIFORG@YAHOO.CO.IN

WWW
WWW.AZADINDIA.ORG

Using MIS for more efficient 
developmental work
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founded in 1995 network for information and Computer technology (niCt) has been
engaged in bridging the digital divide and providing e-commerce, e-learning and dis-
tance education services. since 2006, it has also set up 4900 Community service Centre
kiosks in madhya Pradesh to provide services to citizens under the national e-gover-
nance Plan. ese kiosks are iCt-based and internet enabled and are run by village
level entrepreneurs. niCt is also engaged in financial inclusion work and has set up a
system of banking correspondents working for several banks such as state bank of
india, bank of india, bank of baroda etc. it has also set up an niCt skill Development
Centre in partnership with indira gandhi national open university (ignou). in the
field of education, niCt has launched a foundation school for children and montessori
teacher training Centre. it has helped to open more than 33 lakh micro accounts under
the Pradhan mantri Jan Dhan Yojana. it extensively uses its own website as well as por-
tals of various service providers such as the state and central governments and various
commercial entities and social media such as Whatsapp, facebook and skype to con-
nect with the various entrepreneurs who provide services to citizens. it also uses iCt
tools for managing its operations. all its operations are based on sustainable social en-
terprise model.

ORGANIZATION
NETWORK FOR INFORMATION AND
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY (NICT)

CONTACT PERSON
MR. MUKESH HAJELA

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
NICT@NICT.CO.IN

WWW
WWW.NICT.CO.IN

Using ICT tools to run grassroots
social enterprises

e action of Human movement (aHm) is a non-profit established in 2004. e or-
ganization works for the development and welfare of deprived sections of rural youth,
women, children and below Poverty linecommunity in india. at present it is operating
mainly in the rural areas about 37 kms from Kancheepuram. it is also involved in cre-
ating health awareness, protecting human rights and all kinds of community develop-
ment works. it has launched a social enterprise for marketing low-cost water filters,
solar lanterns, herbal products, organic products and products made by various
women's self Help groups. e organisation also provides all kinds of skill development
training to women's self Help groups and rural youth aHm uses blogs, facebook,
twitter and linkedin to promote and market its products. eir use of social media
has enabled the organisation's social enterprise arm to increase its sales revenue from
rs 1 lakh to rs 3 lakhs during the last financial year. 

ORGANIZATION
ACTION OF HUMANMOVEMENT (AHM)

CONTACT PERSON
AROCKIA RAJ

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
AROKKM@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.AHMNGO.ORG

Using social media to market 
rural products
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sant singa ji institute of science and management at sandalpur, madhya Pradesh was
established in 2010 to provide quality education to rural youth. is government-rec-
ognized college affiliated to Vikram university, ujjain provides graduate courses in arts,
commerce, management and science. e non-profit institute's vision is not only to
provide quality education to rural youth but also to be a vehicle for complete transfor-
mation. as the institute provides education primarily to youth from economically dis-
advantaged backgrounds, it is using iCt tools in various ways to provide financial
assistance to students and to remain sustainable. it is also using an android-based mo-
bile application for better marketing and admissions tracking. apart from an online
donation module, the website also has an online store called Kalakash for selling hand-
made products produced by the students, especially girl students. e institute also
uses social media to promotion and marketing. e website also has a resume module
to assist students in writing resumes and sending links of resumes for internship &
placements purposes to various companies and consultants. so far, the institute has
achieved more than 720 enrolments, produced 13 university toppers, and has placed
over 10 students in mnCs.

ORGANIZATION
SANT SINGA JI INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE &
MANAGEMENT

CONTACT PERSON
MR. PRANJAL DUBEY

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
CONTACT@SSISM.ORG

WWW
WWW.SSISM.ORG

Funding education by online 
marketing of student-made products

shri agrasen samajk sanskrutik Vikas seva bhavi sanstha headquartered at Parbhani,
maharashtra is working among vulnerable sections of women, youth and children in
Parbhani and rural areas around Parbhani. it regularly organises awareness campaigns
and training programmes in areas of afforestation and nursery management, child
labour and health and sanitation issues. it is also involved in providing and supporting
school education, formation of child clubs by weaning away children engaged in child
labour and training programmes in organic farming for farmers. it has also organised
several national environmental awareness campaigns. it is also involved in women's
empowerment and organises skill development programmes to enable rural women to
become self-employed in sustainable livelihoods. it is a relatively new organisation and
is still in the process of garnering resources and obtaining partners. it has a website
and a facebook page to publicise its activities and for communication and outreach. it
is in the process of training its staff and volunteers in the use of iCt tools and social
media so that it can make its operations more efficient and effective. today, it is a lead-
ing organisation in the Parbhani area providing facilities to marginalised children and
services for disabled children so that they can realise their full potential.

ORGANIZATION
SHRI AGRASEN SAMAJK SANSKRUTIK VIKAS

CONTACT PERSON
ANAND OMPRAKASH VARMA

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
YASHRAJ78786@GMAIL.COM

WWW
NA

Encouraging organic farming and
raising environmental awareness
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social and Development research and action group (saDrag) is a non-profit estab-
lished in 2004. While in the north, it has operations primarily in District gautumbudh
nagar and Western uttar Pradesh, in the south it is in bangalore city.saDrag began
by taking up the cause of  childrights in september 2007 when during a survey, hordes
of ‘out of school’ children were found in noida city. ey belonged to the migrant com-
munities whose parents had migrated to noida in search of livelihood and employment.
e ugtasurajprogramme was devised to provide education for out of school children
from migrant communities.  What started as a program with two children in a rented
basement in one of the residential colonies is today a program for 200 out of school
children operating out of their own community space. e organisation has in the
meantime launched various other programmes in the fields of higher education for mi-
grant children, empowerment of women labourers and migrants, child protection,
helpline for women in distress and community well being. e organisation has recently
adopted iCt tools and has launched a website and also has social media presence. it
uses its website to make women aware of their rights and entitlements, to spread the
message of women's safety and to showcase its work. it has also launched a social media
campaign on facebook called safe noida to try and induce youth in gautumbudhna-
gar district to join an endeavor to create a safe environment for women and young girls
living and working in the district. it highlights events, news and opinions on issues of
violence against women. it is trying to create a district specific online-community that
is aware, feels, participates and is engaged in creating an enabling environment for
women in the district.

ORGANIZATION
SOCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH AND
ACTION GROUP

CONTACT PERSON
NA

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
SADRAG.ORG.IN@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.SADRAG.ORG

Making Noida safe for women 
and young girls

established in 1991,HWa works to address the needs of vulnerable dalits, obCs and
the minority community as well as the most disadvantage sections of society with a spe-
cial focus on women and children. it operates in the rural areas of several districts around
Varanasi. over the years it has implement several projects at the grassroots level with
the support of both national and international donor agencies. it has worked in the fields
of women's education and empowerment; creation of livelihood opportunities through
training in vegetable and flower cultivation, dairy, zari-zardozi, hand embroidery, pig-
gery, goat rearing, small shops and various other income generation activities according
to the needs and preference of the people; and developing the capacity of women as fa-
cilitators and motivators on the issue ofwomen and child rights, girls’ education, need
for skill development etc. e organization has both men and women workers and more
than 55% of its staff are women. e organisation has a website and uses social media
for communication and outreach. it has made good use of mobile phones to train and
empower women so as to make them self-reliant. it has enrolled 2757 marginalized
women from 53 villages under the mahilaadhikarmanchwho keep in touch with other
mainly through mobile phones. it has also used mobile phones, computers, laptops, in-
ternet connectivity and other digital tools such as cameras and videos to help 1357
women get proper education from 1st to 5th standard of education through 46 education
centers all of which are run by women. e organisation feels that the use of mobile
phones as aninnovative tool in educational and livelihood initiatives is one of the most
important means of empowering women with the knowledge, skills and self-confidence
necessary for them to participate fully in the development process.

ORGANIZATION
HUMANWELFARE ASSOCIATION -INDIA

CONTACT PERSON
DR. RAJANI KANT

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
HWA@REDIFFMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.HWAVARANASI.IN

Mobiles making Varanasi 
women upwardly mobile
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established in 2009, aakashmaindwalfoundation works in the gaziabad region of
western uttar Pradesh. at present it has three projects, namely nirmalaakash-
balVikaswhich works on children's welfare, Hariyalibadhaobimaribhagaoowhich fo-
cuses on plantation of trees and environmental protection and the Deep sevaservice
which offers ambulance services. e organisation focuses on marginalised commu-
nities. it also offers academic counseling and other job-related training programs for
youth (13-19 years). it prepares students for the Class 10 board examination so that
they can obtain formal academic certification. since not all pass the Class 10 academic
certification, the organisation also provides career counseling and job-related training
in fields such as basic computer skillsso that these young people can directly enter the
workforce and pursue sustainable employment opportunities. it uses its website and
social media for communication and outreach purposes. e website enables them to
1) let others to know about the organisation'sactivities; 2) provides information on
year-wise progress of the organisation; 3) highlights the organisation's charitable ac-
tivities.

ORGANIZATION
AAKASH MAINDWAL FOUNDATION

CONTACT PERSON
ANUPAMA SAXENA

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
AAKASHMAINDWALFOUNDATION@
YAHOO.COM

WWW
WWW.AMFINDIA.ORG

Helping marginalised youth to get
vocational training

CoHesion foundation trust was set up in 1996 by a multi-disciplinary team of pro-
fessionals. initially the team worked as a support body, providing professional services
to other non-profit organizations that included services like community organization;
project finance & management services including planning, monitoring & evaluation;
designing & maintenance of impact assessment and management information systems;
research, capacity building, democratization of development process & empowerment;
advocacy works etc. as a strategic move in the year 2000-01, Cohesion initiated its im-
plementation units, with a view to enrich the exchange of learning through support
activities. e organization got formally registered in 2001 under bombay Public trust
act, 1950. it is working in Kutch, rajkot and Patan districts of gujarat. it has projects
in social sectors and economic sectors. in the social sector it runs projects on drinking
water and sanitation; disaster management and preparedness and infrastructure devel-
opment in impoverished regions. in the economic sector it works in the areas of creat-
ing farm-based livelihoods, non-farm based livelihoods and micro-finance and
micro-credit. it is also working in partnership with uniCef and other non-profits in
the areas of education and women empowerment. it is also promoting sustainable agri-
culture. it uses its website and social media for outreach and communication.  

ORGANIZATION
COHESION FOUNDATION TRUST

CONTACT PERSON
RAJESH KAPOOR

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
COHESIONFOUNDATION@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.COHESIONFOUNDATION.ORG

Providing key support services 
to developmental work
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Consortium of Handicras & artisans society has been working with artisans produc-
ing various types of handicras made from metal, wood, stone, clay and textile mate-
rials using traditional skills. e project involves enabling these artisans to market their
products worldwide through their website apart from spreading digital literacy and
imparting various types of skill building training to create livelihoods and augment the
incomes of artisans and their family members. e project also entails use of iCt tools
for dissemination of information among artisans on modern design concepts and ways
to improve traditional production techniques. more than 450 artisans have already
been associated with the project while more are joining every day. under the project
some 3700 women and girls have also been given training under various skill upgra-
dation programmes in traditional as also new skills such as beautician and beauty clinic,
fashion design etc. artisans have been benefited from higher sales of their products in
both domestic and global markets. e organisation is also working on getting gi reg-
istration that will further boost exports of the handicras. at present artisans come
from Chiraigaon and Cholapur developmental blocks in Varanasi district and the proj-
ect aims to ultimately benefit some 3.5 lakh artisans.     

ORGANIZATION
CONSORTIUM OF HANDICRAFTS AND
ARTISANS SOCIETY

CONTACT PERSON
NOUSHABA

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
NOUSHABA.MSW78692@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.KASHICRAFT.COM

Traditional artisans using ICT tools
for business expansion 

eVidyaloka is a remote education delivery model comprising an enterprise grade it
platform and a digital classroom setup connecting volunteers across india and the world
to deliver remote classes to children across rural villages of india. e organisationhas
reached out to over 900+ students so far through digital classrooms across 22 schools
in Jharkhand, andhra Pradesh and tamil nadu, with the help of around 200 volunteers
across 33 cities in 11 countries. it has delivered over 2500 online classes that translates
to more than 50,000 child learning hours. e digital classroom has a 32” lCD screen
with a high-power camera and a conference mic. e classes are taken by teaching vol-
unteers based across the globe through skype. e eVidyaloka team arranges for the
class timings and centres depending upon the batch size and availability of the teaching
volunteers. e organisation uses its website as a primary reference key for its volun-
teers, who are spread across the world; as a source of information to its ngo partners
who connect it to rural schools; for providing information on progress being made for
review by schools and local government bodies; fund raising; and communication and
outreach. it uses social media primarily to connect with its volunteers across the world
for active conversations with its volunteer base. 

ORGANIZATION
EVIDYALOKA

CONTACT PERSON
VENKAT SRIRAMAN

COUNTRY
INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS
KALAVARSO2012@GMAIL.COM

WWW
WWW.EVIDYALOKA.ORG

Giving rural children quality 
education via digital classrooms
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Osama Manzar 
Director, Digital empowerment Foundation

osama manzar is a convert social entrepreneur spearheading the mission to overcome the information barrier between india’s
rural sector, and the so-called developed society, through Digital empowerment foundation (Def) – the not-for-profit organiza-
tion founded to accomplish the mission. He is a member, Working group, internet governance forum of ministry of Communica-
tion & it and was a member, task force on growth of it, ites & electronics HW manufacturing industry, ministry of Comm&
it, india.

Amir Ullah Khan
Senior policy advisor, Bill and Melinda gates Foundation

an economist working as a senior Policy advisor with the bill and melinda gates foundation, he holds a PhD in Commerce and
business studies from the Jamiamillia Central university at new Delhi. additionally, he is a Post graduate Diploma holder in rural
management from the institute of rural management (irma), anand, gujarat. an erstwhile officer of the indian Civil services,
Dr. amir has worked as a researcher for the ministry of finance, government of india and the unDP at Project large (legal
adjustments and reforms for globalising the economy). besides these, he has worked in various capacities with eu, british High
Commission, oxfam, ashoka foundation, usaiD and Deutsche gesellschafürtechnischeZusammenarbeit (gtZ).

Rajen Varada 
Founder & Director, technology For the People

rajenVarada is an iCt practitioner since 1995 and continues to be actively engaged in designing and implementing proof of concept
solutions for rural development using technology and in particular iCt. He has developed solutions for health & early childhood
care:(sisusamrakshak uniCef), disaster:(sms4help – solution exchange), district e-governance: (Parishkaram&samadhan – govt
of aP& West bengal) and most recently ‘labnet” a migrant labour tracking and services portal. He is actively involved for the past
nine years in study, evaluation and mentoring iCt innovations which impact the social sector. rajen has been one of the thinkers be-
hind movements like public sector soware in india and actively support community ownership of technology – from community
radio, community tV to open source applications.
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Ashis Sanyal
independent information technology and Services Professional 

ashissanyal, currently working as an independent Consultant in the areas of e-governance, Capacity building and iCt4D for various
e-governance projects in india and abroad supported by World bank and its sister entities, is former senior Director in the Department
of electronics & information technology, government of india and was a significant contributor in firming up government policy
guidelines, strategy and framework for core e-governance infrastructure related to e-governance.

Sanjeev Kumar Gupta
chief executive Officer, e&h Foundation

sanjeev Kumar gupta works at e&H foundation as Ceo and has 25 years of experience in the development sector. sanjeev studied
Physics at Delhi university and rural management at institute of rural management anand. sanjeev has significant experience of
working at the grassroots and has implemented large-scale development projects in india, afghanistan and nepal. sanjeev worked
with aga Khan foundation and afghanaid in afghanistan for more than five years and led large 
scale, multi sectoral development projects in conflict prone central and northern afghanistan in challenging conditions. sanjeev also
worked as a consultant and researcher on diverse livelihood and development issues with unDP, ifaD, fair trade original (nether-
lands), iCCo-netherlands, oxfam-bridge, Central tibetan administration (Cta), small farmers agriculture Consortium (sfaC), 
india-Canada environment facility (iCef),), Center of Development studies (CDs) – university of Wales, asa (action for social
advancement), aCP (association of Cras Producers), sasakawa Peace foundation, araVali, atkins uK (on a DfiD project) 

Aparna Mahajan
Director, resource Mobilization and Partnerships, S M Sehgal Foundation

aparna is an experienced management and development expert.  she has been a unDP international technical expert, unDP so-
malia, Kenya; unDP/unV india Country specialist and unDP Consultant in Private sector/Csr; advisor, Corporate Communica-
tions, teri india, and Csr Programs specialist, Dubai Chamber of Commerce and industry, uae. initially, aparna worked on
leadership roles and specialized assignments with fiCCi, iit Delhi and nestle india ltd. she holds m.b.a. degree and has several key
publications to her credit including india Country report on Csr/business-Community relations published by unV, germany,
teri india and new academy of business, uK, 2004; e World guide to Csr, greenleaf Publishing u.K. 2010 (expert contributor
for india and uae country chapters); rise of Csr in emerging economies in a book on *social responsibility- making Csr an ac-
tionable business agenda*, by institute of Directors, launched at Dubai global Csr Convention 2012 ; and Corporate social respon-
sibility today in a book on *leveraging Csr for Competitive advantage*, by institute of Directors, for international Csr Conference,
bangalore, 2014.



Manju Dhasmana
lead - community affairs/corporate, Social responsibility, Microsoft india 

manjuDhasmana is lead – Community affairs at microsoft india, where she drives microsoft’s Csr mandate of building skills
and employment opportunities for youth. she also leads the portfolio of partnerships with ngos on technology, employee en-
gagement and disaster response. manju has worked extensively in the development sector for 15 years on issues of health, gender,
rights and access. 

Stan Thekaekara 
Director - just change india

stan ekaekara, activist, thinker and social entrepreneur has worked for nearly 40 years in the field of human rights and development.
in 1986, he co-founded aCCorD, to mobilise the adivasis of the gudalur Valley, tamilnadu to fight for their social, political and
human rights. in 2000, stan founded Just Change, an international cooperative linking producers, investors and consumers in mutually 
beneficial ways – rebuilding the notion of community and regaining power in the marketplace.stan has served as a trustee of oxfam
gb and was Visiting fellow at the skoll Centre for social entrepreneurship at the said business school, oxford university. stan has
straddled the entire gamut of human rights and development work - from grassroots activism and long term development, to disaster
management and rehabilitating youngsters with addiction problems. He sits on the board of 
various non-profits and has been instrumental in founding a number of development organisations in india and abroad.
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